TriCity Bubble

Here are just a few idea’s of games to play in a bubble
We are open and welcome other idea’s you may have as long as they meet or safety standards which
include safety of all Players and Spectators, along with Protection of Equipment and Surrounding area.

The attending TriCity Bubble supervisor will have final say in safety considerations
NOTICE:Any of these games and others can be stopped immediately if the above safety standards are
being compromised. Rule adjustments will then be put in place or alternative game can be setup.
Bubble Sumo Wrestling:
1v1 in marked area
Like Chinese Sumo wrestling in bubble .. play until any foot person crosses line
Notice
:
This is great for those small backyard parties at your home with limited space
We can set up and organize a minitournament.
Bubble Soccer:

( Other rules will apply )

3v3 upto 10v10 Play the game of soccer with ball and nets
No Goalies and must keep out of area around net
No offsides
Throwins are actually Kickins
Bubble Football:

( Other rules will apply )

End Zones like football
No actual ball involved
1 Player on offensive side is designated the Ball ( or Person with the ball )
Offensive team runs for End Zone protecting designated player as the Ball
Defensive team attempts to tackle ( or knock down ) designated player as the Ball
No yardage requirements or first downs
Just 4 downs and switch Offense/Defense
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Other favorite games just for fun
Bubble last team ( or person ) standing:
Mark square or rectangle area
2 teams ( Or play as individuals )
On go .. Start knocking each other down until last team ( person ) standing
Requirement:Knock down or pushing out of area counts

Bubble Knockout:
Setup large rectangle area with end zones
All bubble players except for 1 start at one end zone
Single player in middle of rectangle to start
Objective
:

Players at one end attempt run to opposite end zone
Player(s) in middle attempt to Knock down other players as coming at them

Rule
:

Player knocked down ( or falling on their own ) then joins player in middle

Winner
:

Last player standing

Red Rover:
The everlasting game of Red Rover
A Line of 2 teams facing each other and taking turns knocking each other out ( or down ), getting that
player to then join their team.
Winner
: last team standing
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